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Disposable Jet Dusters
FALCON Dust-Off JR A compact and disposable duster from the Premier
company in Jet Dusters providing the same power as larger models and suitable for all
dusting jobs in the laboratory or darkroom.
D062A
D063A

Dust-Off JR 125ml
Dust-Off JR 125ml

each
pack of 10

FALCON Dust-Off XL

An extra large disposable economical duster providing
dust removing power at less cost per gramme than most other products.
D203
Dust-Off XL 300ml
D203/1 Dust-Off XL 300ml

each
pack of 12

Our Jet Dusters
contain no CFC’s,
no HCFC’s, no
propane and no
butane.

Dust-Off Eco-Superior Duster for use where lack of flammability is a
prime requirement. Ultra-low Global Warming Potential (GWP) and minimum carbon
footprint can.
D204
Dust-Off Eco-Plus Duster
D204/1 Dust-Off Eco-Plus Duster

150ml
150ml

each
pack of 12

D204

Rechargeable Jet Dusters
FALCON Dust-Off Plus®

These models are equipped with the patented
Vector Valve® which has the unique ability to angle its dust removing power 360° to
give unequalled accessibility into intricate dusting applications. This valve gives variable
control of pressure and is removable without loss of the ozone friendly gas.
D141

Dust-Off Plus complete with Vector Valve 300ml

each

Although considered non
flammable in use, Dust-Offs
are considered flammable for
shipping purposes as there are
some flammable elements.
The Special Application
Formula overcomes this
problem and gives 20% more

Falcon Dust-Off Plus Refill A canister to be used to recharge Dust-Off Plus
with Vector Valve®. Charged with ozone friendly gas.
D142
D143
12

Dust-Off Plus refill ozone friendly 300ml
Dust-Off Plus refill ozone friendly 300ml

each
pack of

Falcon Dust-Off Plus Valve and Nozzle 360° Vector Valve®
replacement unit.
D141/N Replacement Vector Valve® system for Dust-Off Plus

each

Dust-Off XL Special Application Formula This Dust-Off version has
been specially developed for use in research laboratories where flammability is of great
concern. These dusters offer the same cleaning power as other Dust-Off products but
without any risk of flammability. Fitted with the unique Vector Valve® system.
D149
D150

Dust-Off XL special application formula complete 186ml
Dust-Off XL Special App. formula refill canister 186ml
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Original DustDust-Off Classic
Still the world’s first choice duster after 20 years.The sturdy Dust-Off Chrome Valve is an
industry standard so refills will fit most other chrome valve systems. The valve can be
removed without loss of gas and the can retains the same pressure until it is empty.
D058
D059
D060
D059/N

D059/N

Dust-Off classic 300ml complete with valve
Dust-Off classic refill 312ml
Dust-Off classic refill 312ml
Dust-Off classic chrome valve and nozzle

each
each
pack of 12
each

Extension Nozzle for Classic
D058

A metal extension nozzle with 57cm (22½”) of clear flexible hose that is a push fit over the
existing fixed nozzle of the Original Classic Dust-Off. This provides greater convenience for
many cleaning applications.
D061

Dust-Off Classic extension hose and nozzle

AntiAnti-Static Wipes
Pre-moistened anti-static wipes that will quickly clean any washable surface leaving it
static-free. Soft and non-abrasive, these wipes are ideal for computer cabinets, screens,
keyboards, printers and copiers. Also for microscope desks and control panels.
Unbreakable pop-up dispenser holds 70 wipes 143 x 203mm.
C287

Moistened anti-static wipes

box of 70

AntiAnti-Static Foaming Cleaner
A highly versatile combination of solvents, detergents and surfactants formulated to
remove a wide range of dirt grime and staining. Effective on plastics, cloths, computer
cabinets, glass, machinery and equipment. It is particularly efficient at removing
fingerprints.
A016

Anti-Static foaming cleaner 400ml (10oz) aerosol

each

MiracleWipe™ Wipers
Highly absorbent wipes made from 100% continuous filament nylon, ideal for general
wiping in critical environments. The double knit construction, texture and body of the nylon
filament give the wiper an excellent hand and superior strength. MiracleWipe has ultralow
particulate generation and low extractable levels that help prevent product contamination.
Has a soft, nonabrasive surface, excellent tensile strength, elasticity and durability. BagWithin-A-Bag™ clean-room packaging.
C176
C289

MiracleWipe wipers 9” x 9” (23 x 23cm)
MiracleWipe wipers 10” x 12” (28½ x 31cm)

3 inner bags of 50 (150 total)
4 inner bags of 50 (200 total)

Virusolve + Disinfectant
A complex blend containing the latest dodecylamine based structures, solvents and fully
non-toxic, biodegradable detergent. The formulation does not contain any hazardous
aldehydes or chlorine generating components. Highly effective as a cleaner and disinfectant against bacteria, mycobacteria, fungi, viruses, spores, MRSA, C.diff. HIV agents,
E.Coli and NDM1. Virusolve+ does not simply render the microorganisms inert but has
been demonstrated to kill them by disrupting the RNA of the microorganisms and preventing resistance being built up. It is safe to use on any surface and is odourless and colourless. Eco-wipes 300 x 250mm.
D251 Virusolve + 750ml trigger spray
D252 Virusolve + 2½ litre (dilute to 5%)
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Small Sticky Swabs 11-3mm Diameter
Box of 10

70mm

The ultimate in detail cleaning. Specially designed for highly controlled dust-free
environments (class 10-100), Sticky Swabs can be used anywhere ultimate cleanliness or dissipation of electrostatic charge is required. ESD antistatic swabs have a
soft absorbent, non-scratching sticky tip that does not leave any particlulate or adhesive
residue. Ideal for removing particles from narrow, hard-to-reach areas. Tip material
PVAC (polyvinyl acetate)-ethyl acetate-isopentyl acetate. Each swab is 70mm long.

Box of 25

S776
Sticky swabs 1mm head box of 10
S776/25 Sticky swabs 1mm head box of 25
S777
Sticky swabs 2mm head box of 10
S777/25 Sticky swabs 2mm head box of 25

Mixed box of 75

S778
Sticky swabs 3mm head box of 10
S778/25 Sticky swabs 3mm head box of 25
S779

Sticky swabs mixed kit box of 75 (25 x 1mm-25 x 2mm-25 x 3mm)
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